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MISSIONS ABORTED
California Indian Life on Nineteenth-Century Ranchos, 1834–1848

By Stephen W. Silliman
University of Massachusetts, Boston

Flashy fiestas, adobe buildings, large families, lowing cattle, golden fields of wheat and barley, and mounted riders displaying their horse skills. If asked to describe life on a nineteenth-century California rancho, many would craft such an image. Adjectives such as pastoral, bucolic, leisurely, and simple might accompany the scene. Students of California history know that this popular image is highly problematic, and beginning with seminal work by Sherburne Cook in the 1940s, they have worked for decades to enrich our understanding of rancho life and its complexities.1


In my opinion, the most outstanding problem with the romanticized view of ranchos lies not as much in the misrecognition of hardship and variable wealth among ranchero owners and families or of political difficulties sustained by Californios with the arrival of American control in the region, but in the subtle erasure of the rancho work force and the politics of rancho labor regimes. California Indian people comprised the bulk of workers on many nineteenth-century ranchos, particularly the larger ones, but their demographics, roles, experiences, and struggles are rarely entertained in any depth during discussions about California’s ranchos. If they are mentioned, Native people are frequently portrayed as faceless props of the rancho scenery or as passive participants in a drama directed and enacted by named historical figures of typically non-Indian descent. Most studies of ranchos are biographical and chronological in nature, charting the timeline of events in the lives of ranchero families or in the ownership transitions of a particular tract of rancho property. Since researchers tend to exclude Native American workers as central participants in the making of rancho history, the studies do not convey the anthropological and social historical significance of rancho labor. Clearly such topics are not in the purview of all California history specialists, but they remain issues worthy of attention.

Footnotes:
3. For noteworthy exceptions, see Gordon Morris Bakken, “Rancho Cañón de Santa Ana,” in Rancho Days, ed. Pauley, 207–223; Edward D. Castillo, “The Impact of Euro-American Exploration and Settlement,” in Handbook of North American Indians, Volume 8: California, ed. Robert F. Heizer (Washington, D.C.: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1978), 99–127; Hurtado, Indian Survival. I do not deny the role played by Mexican and other laborers, but this topic is beyond the purview of the article. Instead, I focus on those whom the Californios termed indios and used as an Other to distinguish themselves as gente de razón. This the Californios did explicitly in their own reminiscences and testimonials in the later nineteenth century. “This heterogeneous society is not, however, the central focus of these California narrators. The social hierarchy constructed in the testimonials is primarily configured on the basis of discourses of caste, distinguishing gente de razón from indios, concealing in the process relations between exploiters and producers and blurring as well intra-California class differences” —Sánchez, Telling Identities, 179.
In this article, I approach this gap in rancho history in both a conceptual and an empirical way. At a conceptual level, I consider the ways that Native American people have been portrayed in rancho studies, examine the role of labor and materiality in understanding indigenous peoples’ experience of rancho, and underscore the need to develop a sophisticated model of Native social agency. In the latter regard, I take my cues from California scholars such as Lisbeth Haas, Albert Hurtado, Kent Lightfoot, and George Harwood Phillips who have worked to critically investigate Native American responses to colonialism. I respond to the relatively unheeded call made by Sherburne Cook over sixty years ago that “the Pacific Coast Indian, particularly in his [sic] labor relations, deserves a chapter in the social history of the United States.” In so doing, I argue that the workers deserve as much analytical attention as the rancho owners. At an empirical level, I relate a brief summary of my study of Rancho Petaluma, an enormous California rancho north of San Francisco Bay that was owned and operated by Mariano G. Vallejo in the 1830s and 1840s (Figure 1). I align with Hurtado’s observation that we need more research on Native communities in interior northern California to complement the wealth of information on southern reaches of the region. The project addresses the possibilities of recovering archaeological and archival evidence for Native American workers and exploring the nature of material culture and labor in a specific rancho setting.

---


7 Hurtado, Indian Survival, 6–7.


Independence as the new government relaxed strict prohibitions on external trade that had been imposed under Spanish rule. The same situation prompted Franciscan padres to shift their missions' focus to hides and tallow. For the earliest years of rancho operation, documentary and archaeological sources have revealed that rancheros, or rancho owners, could not compete with missions for production of hides and tallow and therefore geared their agriculture and livestock processing to subsistence rather than surplus trade levels. Not until final secularization of the missions in 1834 did the ranchos approach the “zenith of ranchero life and the hide and tallow trade.”

Ranches once existed as often antagonistic and poor contemporaries of the Franciscan missions, but in the fourth and fifth decades of the nineteenth century the larger ranchos provided a direct replacement of missions as the major centers for land-holding, economic production, and Native American involvement in a colonial world.

Private control of rancho land increased by orders of magnitude when the Franciscan missions were secularized, a process anticipated for well over a decade but not taking hold in California until 1834 (Figure 2). Anchored in a philosophical rejection of the mission's feudal and communal characteristics, secularization wrested control of California's land from padres and opened it for extensive secular settlement. The ensuing process of mission disintegration and rancho expansion followed two trajectories. First, the Mexican-California government granted vast tracts of private property to influential political and military figures as repayment for their service. Mariano G. Vallejo's acquisition of the Rancho Petaluma north of San Francisco Bay serves as a prime example. Second, Californios pursued various channels to obtain land and livestock previously allocated to ex-mission neophytes as a condition of secularization. In the end, as secular officials fought to eradicate mission control over, any indigenous claims to the enormous California land base, most mission property found its way into Californio or immigrant hands, rather than back into Native hands. Poignant but rare reversals of this trend can be found in the handful of Native-owned ranchos.

California ranchos underwent significant changes and precipitous declines with the steady arrival of United States citizens and governance in 1848, and many historians have studied this “American Period” in considerable depth, both as a broader event and as a specific and grave situation for Native Americans. The growing multiethnic and racist nature of California society after 1850 ushered in a variety of complex alterations to the colonial pattern, but despite these changes, ranchos as a social phenomenon continued well into the American period in several regions. Many labor practices remained essential.

---

ly unchanged, but the composition of the work force shifted to include more people of Mexican descent in an increasingly "whitened" California. I choose not to tackle this complex post-1848 terrain and instead restrict my focus here to the post-secularization peak of rancho prominence between 1834 and 1848. It is in this period that California Indians often disappear from history books.

LIFE AND LABOR ON RANCHOS

Ranches varied depending on their size, organization and owner, but all had a strong focus on economic production, whether for self-sustenance or export. Smaller ranchos tended to be minor family affairs with some fields in cultivation, a few head of livestock and perhaps no more than one or two Native workers; whereas larger ranchos had numerous laborers, enormous livestock herds and extensive fields. Cattle hides and tallow were the most lucrative and marketable products, but rancheros devoted considerable effort to agricultural production. For large ranchos, the multitude of crops, especially wheat and barley, served not only to feed rancheros, their families and their laborers, but also to provide products for trade. In addition, large ranchos like Rancho Petaluma manufactured goods such as blankets, shoes and candles to supply local need and to trade with Native and colonial settlements. A substantial labor force was required to keep the larger ranchos economically afloat, and with the exception of occasional specialized artisans, California Indians performed virtually all such labor.  

Most scholars have characterized the large California rancho as a quasi-feudal system of indebted peonage. Native Americans labored on large ranchos to raise and butcher livestock, grow and harvest crops, process raw materials, manufacture durable goods, and build and maintain structures.

---

in exchange for living quarters, material commodities, and food. Living quarters might involve a building devoted to worker housing, rooms or floor space in a ranchero household, or an informal plot of land. Most California Indians who worked on ranchos before and after mission secularization tended to receive payment, not in money, but in goods such as clothing, blankets, beads, metal tools and alcohol. Rancheros provisioned most food in the form of cultivated grains and beef, but the rancho focus on livestock made meat a prime commodity. Some Native workers in certain regions may have even tended small gardens or herds of their own, a trajectory that signaled a radical departure from their pre-contact subsistence pursuits. In sum, the relationship between Native workers and rancheros in the course of daily labor hinged on materiality. Provisions, foods, stolen goods, exchanged items, work tools and architectural spaces composed the material resources for and constraints of action for all individuals on ranchos.

The rancho labor system mirrored that of the Franciscan missions, despite some of Cook’s characterizations to the contrary. The similarity transpired despite the criticisms of labor practices that rancheros and padres regularly levied at each other while using the same pool of workers for similar tasks. The overall political structure differed between ranchos and missions, but the “reasons for working”—physical enforcement, social coercion, desire for goods or food, lack of alternatives—were comparable and concrete in both settings. Although missionaries based their policies on religious conversion and bodily discipline and rancheros needed able bodies for sustained economic productivity, both institutions relied on labor as the mechanism to deliver the desired results. In fact, Sánchez argued forcefully: “In hindsight, of course, it was easier to blame the missionaries and the mission administrators for the abuse of the Indians; it was harder for the Californios to recognize and come to terms with the degree to which their society was dependent on Indian labor and the degree to which all Californios had exploited, abused, and benefited from the Indians.” Authority and supervision were as widespread and visible in the rancho community as they were in missions, and rancho supervisors employed the same types of labor and social control, with the exception of widespread confinement and sexual monitoring.

Two points of contrast offered by Cook are worthy of note. First, Native families and groups had more opportunity to co-reside at ranchos.

---

22 Monroy, Thrown Among Strangers, 150. However, archaeological information from Rancho Petaluma suggests that Native residents did not maintain personal gardens. See Silliman, Lost Laborers, Chapter 6.
23 Cook, The Conflict, 302–308. Cook argued that ranchos differed from missions in that (1) no philosophical recognition of producer-producer distribution was required because reward for labor effort was concrete and material, (2) no individual initiative was required for expending effort because authority and supervision were compulsory and inflexible, (3) the nature of rancho work was relatively congenial and did not require a serious disruption of traditional divisions or activities of labor, (4) aboriginal living conditions remained unaltered as families and communities resided together on ranchos, and (5) aspects of religious, ritual, sexual, and cultural life were not actively stamped out by colonial authorities as long as the ranchero’s economic goals were met. The first three do not resonate with what we now know about ranchos and colonialism.
26 Sánchez, Telling Identities, 185.
27 See Robert H. Jackson and Edward Castillo, Indians, Franciscans, and Spanish Colonization: The Impact of the Mission System on California Indians (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1995). Evidence for the use of alfardos comes from a recently translated list of workers at Rancho Petaluma (see Silliman, Lost Laborers, for details). Note that Sutter’s New Helvetia is an exception to this exception, instituting strict controls on social and sexual relations, as related in Hurttado, Indian Survival, 55–71.
than they ever had at missions; second, many but not all rancho owners expended little effort to alter Native American practices, beliefs, or lifestyles as long as workers performed their rancho jobs. For instance, Vallejo claimed that the San Francisco people, he made no mention of religion, for by principle I am consistently opposed to meddling in religious matters. Both features distinguish ranchos from missions and constitute significant vehicles for cultural persistence in families and communities. Building further on Cook’s work, Monroy contended that although Native American workers participated much like peons in ranchos, the system was seigniorial. Such a system entailed more subtle and indirect social relations binding California Indian laborers and ranchers than those in an actual peonage system. The relations grew out of the Franciscan padres’ attempts to control Native American bodies via labor and sexuality, to alter Native American relationships to their cosmology, and to gain access to Native American land and resources. As a consequence, Monroy characterized Indian participation on ranchos as “mutual and personal,” rather than debt-based economic, dependency.

Although economic and social dependency structured some relations between rancheros and Native people, such an interpretation cannot accommodate the variability of Native experiences, coercive force applied by some rancheros, and indigenous social agency in joining or resisting rancho labor regimes. That is, rather than relying solely on “dependency” to explain Native participation in ranchos, it is imperative to understand how and why California Indian people came to ranchos as workers and what kinds of rancho labor organization and life they experienced. We must resist collapsing all California Indians into a homogeneous, faceless work force while envisioning rancheros and their family members as individuals. Some workers were mission converts trained in the necessary trades for ranchos; others whom the Spanish called gentiles had never undergone missionization and provided unskilled labor. Some Indian people comprised a permanent work force for year-round activities, but most worked on a seasonal basis during peak harvesting or slaughtering times, such as the matanza of late summer. Some individuals joined voluntarily, while others labored under physical and economic coercion.

Sorting out the complexity of labor is critical, particularly since labor recruitment and participation were highly variable and often contested by the various parties involved. Incorporating northern California ranchos into the discussion widens the perspective considerably, given the unique yet powerful status of Vallejo’s Rancho Petaluma and Sutter’s New Helvetia in the nineteenth century. To capture the variability of labor recruitment, I have classified Native American entry into California ranchos into five types: (1) legislation, (2) indebtedness, (3) capture by force, (4) military alliance, and (5) social incorporation. Only the first and second entries, legislation and indebtedness, might bring about the kind of dependency suggested by Monroy.

First, Native individuals were required by law in southern California’s populous Los Angeles pueblo to be gainfully employed, at least during certain seasons. A law was enacted in 1836 that allowed regidores, or council members, to arrest intoxicated Native Americans and turn them over to public works projects, and another in 1844

---

24C. Cook, The Conflict, 304; see also Hackel, “Land, Labor, and Production” 134.
26Monroy, Throw Among Strangers, 100–102, 185.
28Monroy, Throw Among Strangers, 102.
29For details, see Silliman, Lost Laborers, Chapter 5. I have elucidated these mechanisms through a synthesis of secondary sources on the broader regions and a careful reading of primary sources for northern California.
required all California Indians to be employed or to have documentation of dismissal from particular jobs. Infractions resulted in individuals having to "work off" their crimes, which insured their availability as laborers. The auctioning to rancheros of imprisoned Native people for temporary labor projects, and the system that led to repeat incarcerations, is well-documented.

Second, many Native American people, especially ex-mission residents, became indebted to rancheros as peon laborers. Mission ex-neophytes often placed their cattle and land, which they had received under the conditions of secularization, in the care of a ranchero. Monroy's analysis focuses mainly on this situation, and it was probably the most common. Many Native people had no interest in private land alongside the old missions or in small herds of cattle, and some may have happily parted with these trappings. More frequently, however, colonists assumed California Indian incompetence with and lack of interest in cattle and land, and they had few qualms with trying to deceive Native people out of their resources. The transfer of care meant that Native individuals had to work for a ranchero in exchange for food provisions, alcohol, or material goods. Even non-missionized groups became economically dependent on the frontier in northern California and in the growing urban climate of Los Angeles.

Third, Native American people were physically coerced to join ranchos. Justification for this practice frequently hinged on the punishment of reputed stock thieves or field burners, or at least a scapegoat proxy. As Cook noted, "the expanding economy of the private ranches demanded an increased supply of cheap labor, which was most easily obtained from the adjacent native tribes. Thus punishing stock thieves and capturing farm labor became almost the same in method." Similarly, "after secularization, when the christianizing motive had disappeared, practically all captives were utilized as day labor on the growing ranches." Few rancheros may have participated in outright capture of Native people, but the practice seems to have been common on the Northern Frontier of Alta California at places such as Vallejo's Rancho Petaluma and Sutter's New Helvetia.

Fourth, political or military alliances between rancheros and local Native leaders often generated labor assistance. Such alliances have been documented in northern California for Rancho Petaluma and New Helvetia. Native leaders and rancheros forged agreements that resulted in labor exchanges for military protection and support against neighboring or rival villages. A number of Native allies were previously missionized groups, but others had remained outside of the mission's reach. In fact, ex-neophytes who participated in the cattle-for-labor exchange described above may have participated in rancho labor to simultaneously solidify a broader political alliance.

Fifth, individuals may have incorporated rancho settlements into indigenous social rounds as a new material and political resource. That is, a rancho may have become a stopover during certain seasons for California Indians moving to take

---

41 Ibid., 223.
advantage of different gathering or hunting areas, trade opportunities, access to material goods, and social interactions. In cases such as New Helvetia, some individuals worked seasonally in exchange for trade goods. Men often substituted rancho farming for hunting, while Native American women may have continued more traditional practices. Although difficult to document, this process reveals the active ways that some Native individuals perhaps could manipulate colonial settlements to their own benefit.

Given these facets of labor recruitment, California Indian responses to or experiences of the rancho would have been highly variable. Experiences would have cleaved along lines of age, gender, social status, group affiliation, labor duty, and method of entry into the labor force. Some Native individuals participated by choice, some had their material resources seized through deception, and others were dragged there in the wake of a burned-out village and murdered family. The complexities of rancho recruitment, worker treatment, indigenous choices and agency, and the labor “agreement” call for a more nuanced and sensitive interpretation of indigenous participation. Native American practices at ranchos must be seen as intentional acts in novel circumstances, even though the form and content of these practices may have been rigidly bounded. Historians have often failed to come to terms with this, despite Phillips’ admonition almost 30 years ago: “Seldom has the historian viewed them as anything more than passive spectators of their own destruction, doing nothing to solve the problems created by invading white men and thereby playing only an insignificant role in the historical process.” Anthropologists and historians need to account for Native intentions and strategies in joining or leaving ranchos, and they need to recognize efforts of Native workers to mold their lives within rancho regimes.

As a result, a number of questions can be posed. What comprised daily life for Native individuals on ranchos? How did rancho labor control daily lives of indigenous workers, and how did individuals manipulate this labor? What impact did labor have on identity and social relationships? With few exceptions, scholars have not posed, much less answered, these questions. A reason for the paucity of answers relates to the perceived lack of data. Many have noted that indigenous people seem to “disappear from the documentary record” in the post-secularization period of Mexican California. While undoubtedly true compared to the wealth of written records generated by mission padres, colonial administrators, and literate visitors during the heyday of mission life, the lack of information richness on rancho life is a matter of perspective. Even if a wealth of such documents existed (and they appear not to for many ranchos), the nuances of Native life and labor will never be available through a sole reliance on the written words of rancho owners and European visitors. Archival sources must be juxtaposed with archaeological information since only the latter can access the greater range of California Indian experiences and provide a check to documentary sources. Even though archaeological data are frequently biased by preservation conditions and can be ambiguous in their meaning, they provide a view of past lives of indigenous people that does not include the misrepresentations possible in authored texts or the inherently non-Native perspective that permeates documents written by literate colonists and administrators. These material remains represent actual lived experiences of Indian people.

ARCHAEOLOGY OF RANCHO PETALUMA

Archaeologists have studied California’s ranchos for years, from the earliest ones in southern

---

4For exceptions, see Hurtado, Indian Survival; Silliman, “Agency, Practical Politics”; Silliman, Lost Laborers.
45Costello and Hornbeck, “Alta California,” 320.
California to longstanding establishments that stretched well into the American period of post-1850 California. The process began as early as the late 1950s with excavations at the Hugo Reid Adobe by William and Edith Wallace and has continued sporadically through a variety of cultural resource management projects at famous sites such as Estudillo Adobe, Rancho Los Cerritos, Bandini-Cota Adobe, Aros-Serrano Adobe, and Ontiveros Adobe (see Figure 2). Most archae-

67For Hugo Reid, see William J. Wallace and Edith Taylor Wallace, “Indian Artifacts from the Hugo Reid Adobe,” _Lacca Leaves_ 8:4 (1958): 74-80; for Aros-Serrano Adobe, see Jay D. Frierman, “Southern California Brown Ware,” in _Historical and Archaeological Investigation at the Aros-Serrano Adobe, Prado Basin_, eds. Roberta S. Greenwood, John M. Foster, and Anne Q. Duffield. Submitted to U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Los Angeles (Pacific Palisades, CA: Greenwood and Associates, 1987), 79-85; Roberta S. Greenwood, John M. Foster, and Anne Q. Duffield, _Historical and Archaeological Investigation at the_ logical or resource management projects on ranchos have focused their attention on the lives and houses of rancheros themselves, but often the researchers have acknowledged the participation of Native American workers. Native material culture has turned up in excavations, providing
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another clue to their historical presence. Depending on the regional setting, these items include locally-produced earthenware ceramics (often known as “Brown Ware”), stone tools and associated manufacturing debris, shell and glass beads, soapstone vessels, groundstones, and non-indigenous material such as glass modified into projectile points and other indigenous forms.48 Although rarely found in contexts that could be identified as anything other than ranchero family or “mixed” deposits, they hinted that archaeologists could access Native aspects of rancho life outside of archives.

Between 1996 and 2001, a multi-year archaeological project in northern California sought to rectify the gap by delving into Rancho Petaluma and its associated Petaluma Adobe (Figure 3). The project was conducted by UC-Berkeley in consultation with the Federated Indians of Graton Ranchería (Coast Miwok) and the California Department of Parks and Recreation. During this time, an archaeological research team discovered and studied the first deposits on a California rancho that could be reliably associated with Native Americans living and working on site.49 Rancho Petaluma, located in modern Sonoma County, was an ideal place to begin an explicit search for Native American workers since the State of California had protected the land around the Petaluma Adobe for over five decades, as had the Native Sons of the Golden West for another forty years prior (Figure 4). In addition, the rancho had been founded and operated by one of the most prominent military and political figures in early nineteenth century California: Mariano Guadalupe Vallejo (Figure 5). Perhaps most importantly, thousands of California Indian people had worked Rancho Petaluma’s fields, herds, workshops and kitchen in the 1830s and 1840s.

The details of Vallejo’s biography and events in the North Bay are the subject of many works, so I only summarize a few highlights here to contextualize the archaeological discussion.50 Vallejo received the Rancho Petaluma land grant in 1834, following on the heels of full secularization of Mission San Francisco Solano. Vallejo played a pivotal role in secularizing this mission, as well as the one at nearby San Rafael. He was awarded Rancho Petaluma in part to repay his services to the California regional government and in part to block further expansion of Russians inland from the coast. Vallejo had served as military commander at El Presidio de San Francisco for five years prior, and in 1835 he transferred his military headquarters to Sonoma, the pueblo formed upon the dissolution of Mission San Francisco Solano. Military relocation in 1835 marked the beginning of ten years of significant armed conflict between Vallejo—alongside his brother Salvador, his Native partner Chief Solano of the Suisun Patwin, and California Indian allies—and numerous Native groups outside the immediate reach of Mission San Francisco Solano.51

Although Vallejo resided in Sonoma with his family, he maintained Rancho Petaluma west of the pueblo as a major economic and residential center for his mayordomo (overseer), a handful of artisans, and hundreds of California Indian work-

ers. The centerpiece of the 66,000-acre rancho was the Petaluma Adobe, a large, two-story, Monterey-style building that covered approximately 3600 square meters surrounding an open quadrangle, or plaza (Figure 6). The adobe building housed the overseer, Vallejo family members and guests when in residence, and some artisans, but its main purpose was to provide work and store rooms for the vast quantities of hides, tallow, grains, vegetables, dried beef, and manufactured
goods produced annually on the rancho. The production and maintenance of these economic elements structured the life of rancho workers. A thousand or more California Indians lived and worked on the rancho during the 1830s and 1840s, having entered Vallejo's work force through four of the five methods described earlier: indebtedness after mission secularization, imprisonment after capture during military raids, allegiance through deals struck between Vallejo and Native leaders, and seasonal participation on a voluntary basis to seek goods and food. Native workers originated from several broad linguistic territories in northern California, including Coast Miwok, Southern Patwin, Southern Pomo, and Wappo, but archival and archaeological information has yet to pinpoint the specific demographic proportions. Gender and previous mission experience structured the division of rancho labor, with "Christianized" Natives given supervisory or trusted positions.

Documents written by Vallejo himself, local residents such as Salvador Vallejo, and visitors like George Simpson provide cursory glimpses of California Indian life on Vallejo's operation. Observations made by Sánchez in her analysis of Californio texts ring true for virtually all non-indigenous writings in nineteenth century California: "Although Indians as the social 'other' of the Californios are a constant construct throughout these testimonial, there is little in these texts about Indian society itself, except in relation to Californio society. Their spaces, their social organization, are largely absent in these narratives." In oftentimes unacknowledged ways, archaeology can frequently fill such absences. Archaeological information not only reveals what documents do not, but also accesses a realm of material life that documents often cannot. Yet, archaeological studies must focus on an appropriate scope and scale, as illustrated by the Petaluma Adobe itself.

---


Sánchez, Telling Identities, 179.
Although the Petaluma Adobe structure stands prominently as a historical landmark, it only obliquely tells the stories of Native Americans living and working on the rancho (Figure 7). It certainly materializes significant Indian labor, but it reveals little about the people who worked its interior spaces and surrounding fields. The main reason stems from the fact that the numerous Native workers resided in locations outside the main adobe building, perhaps in nearby dormitories, adjacent villages, or distant herding camps. As a result, excavations into and around the Petaluma Adobe itself have revealed only hazy glimpses of California Indian life, despite uncovering significant information about the construction history and spatial layout of the building. Fortunately, the project summarized here identified material remains of residential life from a worker living area just across the street from the Petaluma Adobe (Figure 8). The archaeological deposits in the excavated area reveal previously unknown features of rancho worker life, and full exposition of these details can be found elsewhere. Suffice it to say here that the site deposits are replete with discarded remains from meals, tool use, clothing and ornamentation. The lack of structural evidence, aside from nails, may suggest that the living quarters were ephemeral and more likely to have been traditional thatched homes rather than adobe or plank construction. Other living areas, such as herding camps, have yet to be identified or studied.

MATERIAL CULTURE AND CULTURAL PRACTICES AT RANCHO PETALUMA

I offer only a summary of findings related to material culture, and I use these as an opening to consider daily lived experience for Native people since the artifacts reveal complex mixtures of indigenous and colonial items. Having been found side-by-side in archaeological deposits, these artifacts reveal the multifaceted way that California Indians struggled with rancho labor, social identities, and personal relationships in the nineteenth century. For the sake of space, I forego


Silliman, Lost Laborers.

discussion of the food remains, even though those provide unparalleled information about provisioning practices of grains and meat, lack of personal gardens for Native workers, use of both wild plants and cultigens, consumption of wild game and livestock, fishing, mollusk gathering, labor scheduling and changes to the local landscape.60

Stone tools and their associated manufacturing debris comprised one of the largest quantities of recovered artifacts, numbering over 2,500. Including both chipped and ground stone implements, these objects spoke of direct connections between rancho workers and their precontact tool traditions and social landscape. The material evidence indicated that Native people at Rancho Petaluma used a variety of raw materials such as obsidian and chert, worked rock material at the site to produce both on-the-spot flake tools and formal bifacial tools (e.g., arrow points), and obtained their stone resources—obsidian in particular—from a number of geological sources quite removed from the rancho property.61 The projectile points demonstrated aspects of hunting, the flake tools suggested a range of cutting and scraping tasks, and the ground stones illuminated a continued reliance on mortar-and-pestle and some grindingstone-and-milling-slab tech-


recovered, meaning that the roughly 3,300 pieces are small, although often diagnostic of bottle type. Interestingly, a small quantity of these glass bottle shards show evidence of intentional modification in Native hands. No formal tools hand-chipped from glass were discovered, but a few glass pieces exhibit evidence of having been sharpened and used. The pattern contrasts with other Native-occupied sites in nineteenth-century California—such as Colony Ross, Mission Santa Cruz, and Mission San Antonio—where California Indian residents used bottle and window glass as a raw material for tool production. The fact that Native workers at Petaluma did not make formal tools out of glass when they clearly desired and made such items out of rock denotes the material significance retained by the stone sources and the social significance of the trade and access required to obtain them.

Native workers also used beads for embroidery and bodily decoration, given the more than 1,300 glass beads found at the site. Rather than indicating trade per se as their common name, "trade beads," tends to convey, the beads relate more to labor payments. Approximately two-thirds of the glass beads are white, a pattern that distinguishes this site from other Native-occupied sites from the early nineteenth century at Franciscan missions or at the Russian colony of Ross where percentages of white beads are balanced by larger

Glass artifacts were also numerous. Deriving almost exclusively from bottles, these glass fragments pointed to a variety of consumption practices related to alcohol, condiments, and medicines. Alcohol bottles predominated, and these may evidence the common ranchero practice of providing alcohol (aguardiente in southern California) to Native workers as "payment." Nothing close to a complete bottle was ever

---


---

proportions of black, red, or blue beads. These latter colors do occur at Petaluma, but together they comprise less than one-third of the collection. Clearly, white beads were preferred by Native workers, rancho supervisors, or both. One possible explanation for the pattern is that the large number of white glass beads relates directly and inversely to the small number—two to be exact—of white clamshell disk beads. Perhaps color denoted the value of these beads, resulting in the diminution of clamshell disk bead production or trade with the substitution of glass. On the other hand, perhaps the large number of white glass beads indicates their lack of importance and inconsequential discard, while the only two shellfish beads indicate the efforts made by workers to not lose such valued Native products.

California Indian people on this rancho adorned themselves with more than glass beads. They used incised bird bone tubes for bodily adornment (Figure 10). In addition, a large, polished mammal bone tube might have been used for personal adornment or as a ritual object for curing. To complement these products crafted by indigenous techniques, Native people also had access to manufactured clothing of various sorts. Metal hasps, copper alloy buttons, bone and ceramic buttons, and metal buckles suggest that such attire made its way into Native hands through labor payment of new or, more likely, second-hand articles.

To complement the metal buttons, hasps, and buckles, a range of other metal artifacts entered the Native material repertoire at Rancho Petaluma. Fragments of pails and kettles point to the use of metal containers, files and rasps reveal tool use, and flatware indicates some interest in eating or serving utensils. About 500 nails of various shapes, sizes, and composition littered the site's deposits. Firearm parts and ammunition, particularly lead shot, hint at the use of some guns by Native workers. All of these reveal the availability of metal in the daily lives of Native residents and workers, rendering the stone tools mentioned above all the more notable as active materializations of Native cultural life and perhaps identity.

Finally, a handful of sewing items such as scissors and thimbles may have had critical importance (Figure 11). Although assigned by the supervisors to sewing and weaving tasks, Native women found sewing items useful in their own houses and seemed to have actively associated with their labor duty when they returned home at the end of a work day. That is, they may have used the sewing items to symbolize aspects of new identities. In contrast, not a single metal hatchet or knife (other than one piece of tableware) was found, despite the rancho's and male workers'
prominence of refuse deposits. Numbering less than 400 pieces, these ceramics represented British and American earthenware, Asian and European stoneware and Asian porcelain. They revealed no modification as raw material, so Native Americans living in this area may have used these as whole ceramic vessels, albeit in very limited quantities. According to the available archaeological and historical records, Native workers at Rancho Petaluma did not manufacture earthenware pottery, unlike their contemporaries in southern California. This comes as little surprise since ceramic production was not part of the precontact material practices of California Indians in this area and since Vallejo was not interested in siphoning off rancho labor for producing goods that he could easily purchase in the burgeoning San Francisco area. Based on the archaeological evidence, Native people on the rancho had no access to the popular Alta California ceramics known as galera (lead-glazed) and majolica (tin-glazed), stemming from the likely absence of these wares even in Vallejo's own dining room. The timing, distance from Mexico, and proximity to a growing market in Yerba Buena (San Francisco) weighed against these wares making it to Petaluma. Although not truly ceramics, tobacco pipes made of fired clay were also used by Native people on-site, as represented by a handful of stem and bowl fragments.

In sum, the material culture indicates a creative mixture of introduced and traditional elements for Native people on the colonial rancho. Side by side in the Rancho Petaluma archaeological deposits, fish bones and glass beads, obsidian arrow points and metal scissors, charred acorns and machine-cut iron nails, incised bird bone tubes and mass-produced stoneware were found. These findings offer physical evidence of everyday practices of cooking, doing chores, wearing ornaments, maintaining structures, and discarding trash, but they also speak to cultural, technological, and social realms. In these spaces of daily life,

focus on livestock butchery. Men did not introduce these tools into the residential sphere, either because Vallejo's site managers tightly controlled these implements or because indigenous men simply had no desire to bring the symbols of labor into their domestic relationships. The pattern clearly contradicts the common misconception that Native Americans readily adopted metal tools when they gained access to them.65 Instead, the technological and practical response is contextualized, gendered, and closely related to labor relations.

Although not as numerous as metal or glass, pottery sherds were recovered in the Native living area. As with glass, not a single complete vessel was discovered or could be reconstructed from the small fragments, a pattern reaffirming the

California Indian people negotiated their place in the nineteenth century colonial world of the rancho. Although living under duress, Native Americans on this rancho used material culture in active efforts to make their way through a rigid and harsh colonial world. Similarly, the "introduced" and "traditional" artifacts should not be tabulated side-by-side to create an index of acculturation because this process denies the complex nuances of individual struggles with identity and practice. Instead, the items must be contextualized with one another and with the insights gleaned from archival sources to access the realities of lived experience for California Indian people. When incorporating new things or ignoring old ones, Native people on Rancho Petaluma were not trying to become Californio or European in the nineteenth century nor were they trying to discard tradition; they were redefining what it meant to be Indian.

CONCLUSION

This article has served to outline briefly a labor framework for studying California Indian people on nineteenth century ranchos and to provide a summary of archaeological and historical research at Rancho Petaluma as an example of that approach. Labor defined a core experience of Native people on Rancho Petaluma, as it did on many other ranchos along the western half of Alta California, and we have little hope of coming to terms with Native life in these colonial settings without foregrounding it in research. The implications for California mission studies are also clear, not only with respect to labor, but also in terms of diachronic perspective. Many ranchos succeeded the missions after secularization, and Native people frequently left the dismantled religious institutions to work for rancheros. Studying ranchos offers a longer-term perspective to mission studies by exploring what happened next in the story of Native American culture change and continuity, an element recognized by Roberta Greenwood fifteen years ago. Archaeological mission studies provide a solid template for comparing the effects of colonial labor, material goods, food availability, and social control on Native populations. The Rancho Petaluma case suggests that scholars and the general public are mistaken when they claim that the end of the missions meant the end of structure and culture for California Indians along the colonized coast and nearby interior, for the material culture tells a different story of persistence. Many of the material practices and items noted for Rancho Petaluma parallel those in earlier Native mission households—continued use of stone tools, adoption of ceramic and glass items for various purposes including raw material, and the incorporation of domesticated crops and livestock into the diet without the full replacement of native species.

Considering social agency in rancho studies is also crucial. Ranchos harbored complex situations for laborer, overseer, and ranchero family members alike, and the settings need to be respected for this complexity. Respect for the voices and struggles of Californios and Mexican-Californians, many whose words were suppressed in the aftermath of the United States occupation of California, has been reasserted in recent publications.

_64Greenwood, "The California Ranchero," 463._


seek only to extend that un-silencing to California Indians. Some workers participated willingly in ranchos while others fought vigorously to escape them. To achieve historical accuracy and to interpret a plurality of past experiences, we need to recognize that both situations involve people making active choices and making do. Typically, Native Americans in California are seen as active players in history only when they resisted violently or landed in archives as named individuals, but these two situations capture only part of the story. The latter forms of resistance—stealing horses, battling colonial militias—often generate the most public attention, but they were frequently not the chief ways that indigenous people resisted, or sought their own way through colonial worlds. We need to acknowledge as much social agency in those individuals who sought a place in the colonial world as with those who resisted it outright.⁶⁹

To achieve these broad goals, research must be a collaborative effort between archaeologists, historians, and Indian descendant communities. We need to combine the insights of archival sources with the material grounding of archaeological data, and we need to compare the documentary account of past activities with the actual remains produced from doing them. My hope is that the Petaluma Adobe case will succeed as just such a case. Using only one of these resources hinders our ability to see the past in its broadest scope or to piece together its most specific manifestations. Similarly, researchers must recognize that Native American communities hold stories about these colonial pasts and may or may not see value in our resurrecting them through archives and dirt. It behooves us to find out and to involve them in our research endeavors. As William Mason poignantly reminded us, "When we remember the blissful era of the ranchos, often romanticized, we must remember what it cost the Indians of California."⁷₀
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